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Abstract

Given a graph G � �V�E�� Vertex Cover asks for a smallest subset
V � � V such that for each edge �a� b� in G a � V � or b � V �� We present
an improved �xed�parameter tractable algorithm when the problem is
parameterized by the size k of V �� The algorithm has a complexity
of O�kn 	 maxf�
������kk�� �
������k���kg�� We improve the klam
value by 
� to k � 
���

� Introduction

In ����� Karp has shown that the following problem is NP�complete ��	
�

Problem ��� Vertex Cover

Instance� A graph G  �V�E�� a positive integer k�
Question� Does G have a vertex cover of size � k� �I�e� does there exist a
subset V � � V � jV j � k� such that for each �x� y� � E either x or y belongs
to V ���

Though NP�complete� the following parameterized version was one of the
�rst problems shown to be �xed�parameter tractable ��� �
�
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Problem ��� k�Vertex Cover

Instance� A graph G  �V�E�� a positive integer k�
Parameter� k�
Question� Does G have a vertex cover of size � k�

The �xed�parameter tractability of k�Vertex Cover follows directly from
the fact that for each vertex v � V we know that either v itself or all of it�s
neighbors belong to the vertex cover� Thus� we can decide in O��kn� time
whether G has a vertex cover of size k� This �rst �xed�parameter tractable
algorithm of k�Vertex Cover is done by Fellows��
� The technique used is
the method of bounded search trees��� �
� The algorithm due to S�R� Buss
has an O�kn � k�k��� time complexity��
� Papadimitriou and Yannakakis
while proving that k�Vertex Cover is in P when k is restricted to O�logn�
provided an O��kn� algorithm���
� By using an observation of Buss� the run�
ning time of this algorithm can be improved toO��kk��kn���
� Downey and
Fellows have given a di�erent algorithm that runs in time O��kk� � kn���
�
Balusbramanian� Fellows� and Raman improved the running�time bound to
O�kn�����������kk�� by giving an improved search�tree algorithm��
� This
algorithm has been improved by us �together with Downey� mainly by us�
ing a better kernelization of the input graph and leads to a running time of
O�kn� ���������k � k�� ��
� The algorithm by Niedermeier and Rossmanith
runs in time O�kn����������k �k�� ���
 using a further improved search tree�

In this paper we describe the basic ideas of the known �xed�parameter
tractable algorithms for k�Vertex Cover �cf� x�� and present an improved
�xed�parameter tractable algorithm with a time complexity of O�kn �
maxf���������kk�� �����	��k���kg� in x�� Besides a further improvement
of the search tree and a better analysis of the running time� we also focus
on a better kernelization which does not lead to a better running time by
itself but will decrease the size of the graph and therefore the search tree in
practice�

� Notation

A path p�u� v� in a graph G  �V�E� from vertex u � V to vertex v � V is a
list p�u� v�  �u� v�� v�� � � � � vk� v
 of vertices of V such that �u� v��� �vk� v� �
E� and �vi� vi��� � E for i  �� � � � � k � �� A path p�u� v� in G with
u  v is called a cycle in G� The length jp�u� v�j of a path p�u� v� 
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�u� v�� v�� � � � � vk� v
 is de�ned by k � �� namely the number of edges be�
tween u and v in p�u� v�� If �v� w� � E� then we call w and v neighbors�
The neighborhood of a vertex v is N�v�  fwj�v� w� � Eg� For u� v � V �
we abbreviate N�u� � N�v� with N�u� v�� N �v
  N�v� � fvg denotes the
closed neighborhood of v � V � The degree deg�v� of a vertex v � V is
de�ned by deg�v�  jN�v�j� Let G  �V�E� be a graph and V � � V �
GjV �  �V �� E��� E�  f�x� y�jx� y � V � and �x� y� � Eg� is called the restric�
tion from G to V �� A graph G�  �V �� E�� is called a subgraph of G  �V�E�
if V � � V and E� � E� We denote the subgraph property with G� � G�
For a graph G  �V�E� and a vertex u � V we write G � u to denote
�V n fug� E n f�x� y�jx  u or y  ug�� the graph G without the vertex u�
For a set V � we write G� V � for �V n V �� E n f�x� y�jx � V � or y � V �g��

� Known Algorithms for k�Vertex Cover

��� Buss� Algorithm���

We describe the algorithm due to S�R� Buss which runs in O��kn�� Given a
graph G  �V�E� and a positive integer k� it checks whether it has a vertex
cover of size k� The algorithm is based on the method of reduction to a
problem kernel��
� The following algorithm assumes that the instance graph
G  �V�E� is given in the adjacency�list representation�

Step � Find the set H of all vertices of degree more than k in G� Let
jH j  b� If b � k then answer no� Otherwise include H in the vertex
cover� remove it and the edges incident on them from G� Let k�  k�b�
Remove any resulting isolated vertices�

Step � If the resulting graph has more than kk� edges� then answer no�

Step � Find by brute�force whether the resulting graph has a vertex cover
of size k�� If so then answer yes� Otherwise answer no�

��� The Algorithm by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis����

This algorithm has a running time of O��kn�� Note� when k is O�logn�� the
complexity of the algorithm is polynomial� Papadimitriou and Yannakakis
investigated the complexity of some NP�hard problems when the parameter
k is restricted to be logarithmic in the input size and designed the following
algorithm to show that the k�Vertex Cover problem is in P when k is
restricted to O�logn��
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Step � Find a maximal matching in the graph �A maximal matching is a
subset of the edges of the graph such that no two elements have a
common vertex�� Let the size of the matching be m� If m � k answer
no� If �m � k� then answer yes� The �m vertices form a vertex cover�

Step � Let U be the set of the endpoints of the m edges of the maximal
matching� For every edge of the matching� either one of the end points
or both are in any vertex cover of G� Furthermore� once a subset of
U is picked in a vertex cover� the rest of the vertex cover is uniquely
determined� for every vertex in V n U � it is included in the vertex
cover if and only if there is an edge incident with it whose other end
point �which is in U� has not been picked in the vertex cover� So�
cycle through the �m subsets of U �by picking either one or both of
the endpoints of each edge in the matching� and check� for each subset
whether it along with its unique extension to V is of size at most k�
If it is so for any subset� answer yes� otherwise answer no�

By preprocessing the entire graph by applying Steps � and � of the Buss�s al�
gorithm �cf� x����� we can assume that the resulting graph has O�k�� vertices
and edges after spending O�kn� time� Thus� the bound for the algorithm
reduces to O�kn� �kk����
�

��� The Algorithm by Balasubramanian� Fellows� and
Raman���

This algorithm of a running time O�kn� ����������kk�� consists of � steps�
a preprocessing step� based on the method of reduction to a problem kernel
and a step based on the method of bounded search trees ��
�

Step � Additionally to Steps � and � of Buss�s algorithm �cf� x���� included
in the vertex cover are

� all neighbor vertices of vertices of degree �

� Let v be a vertex of degree � and y and z be the neighbors of v�
Then we include y and z in the vertex cover if �y� z� � E�

The number of vertices and edges of the resulting graph is O�k���

Step � The search tree is built as follows� The root consists of the kernel�
ized graph problem hG� ki� Note that we treat the last case after the
others� that is the graph left is ��regular�
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� If deg�v�  �� let N�v�  fy� zg� We branch in hG�� k� jN�y� z�ji
and hG��� k � �i� G� is the graph resulting from G by including
N�y� z� in the vertex cover� for G�� y and z are included in the
vertex cover�

� If deg�v� 	 � then either v or all it�s neighbors are included in
the vertex cover� The branches are accordingly�

� If deg�v�  �� let N�v�  fx� y� zg�

� �x� y� � E� Include either x� y� and z or N�z� in the vertex
cover�

� There is a common neighbor w� v 
 w� between a pair of
the vertices x� y� and z� Either x� y� and z or v and w are
included in the vertex cover�

� There are no edges among x� y� and z� and x has at least
three neighbors other than x� We include either x� y� and z�
N�x� or N�y� z�� fxg�

� There are no edges among x� y� and z� and each of x� y� and z
has� apart from v� exactly two private neighbors� Let N�x� 
fa� bg� Either x� y� and z or v� a� and b� or N�y� z� a� b� are
included in the vertex cover�

� Let N�v�  fa� b� c� dg�

� If �a� b� � E� then we include in the vertex cover either a� b�
c� and d� N�c� or fcg �N�d��

� If there is no edge among a� b� c� and d and a� b� and c share a
common neighbor w 
 v then we include in the vertex cover
either a� b� c� and d or v and w�

� If there is no edge among a� b� c� and each one of them has
three neighbors other than v� and no three of them have
a common neighbor other than v� then either a� b� c� and d�
N�b�� fbg�N�d� or fb� dg�N�a� c� are included in the vertex
cover�

��	 The Algorithm by Downey� Fellows and Stege�
�

The main idea here is an improved kernelization which is not only applied
as a preprocessing step but also used after each branching in the search tree�
The graph is reduced to a graph having no vertices of degree less than four
and no vertices having a degree of more than k� These rules are described
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more explicitly �but also generalized� in x�� Thus� we build the search tree
from branching at vertices of degree of at least four as follows�

Following Observation �� we perform this branching if there is a vertex
of degree at least �� By repeating this branching procedure� at each step
reapplying the reduction rules� we can assume that that at each leaf of the
resulting search tree we are left with considering a graph where every vertex
has degree � or �� If there is a vertex x of degree �� then the following
branching rules are applied� Suppose that the neighbors of a vertex x are
N�x�  fa� b� c� dg� We consider various cases according to the number of
edges present between the vertices a� b� c� d�

Note that if not all of the vertices in fa� b� c� dg are in a vertex cover�
then we can assume that at most two of them are�

Case �� GjN�x� has an edge� say �a� b�� Then c and d together cannot be
in a vertex cover unless all four vertices of a� b� c� d are there� We can
conclude that one of the following is necessarily a subset of the vertex
cover C and branch accordingly�

�� fa� b� c� dg � C

�� N�c� � C

�� fcg �N�d� � C�

Case �� The subgraph induced by the vertices a� b� c� d is empty� We con�
sider three subcases�

Subcase ��� Three of the vertices �say a� b� c� have a common neighbor y
other than x�

Then when not all of a� b� c� d are in a vertex cover� x and y must be�
We can conclude that one of the following is a subset of the vertex
cover C and branch accordingly�

�� fa� b� c� dg � C

�� fx� yg � C�

Subcase ��� If Subcase ��� does not hold� then there may be a pair of
vertices who have a total of six neighbors other than x� suppose a and
b� If all of a� b� c� d are not in the vertex cover C then c �� C� or c � C

and d �� C� or both c � C and d � C �in which case a �� C and b �� C��
We can conclude that one of the following is a subset of the vertex
cover C and branch accordingly�
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�� fa� b� c� dg � C

�� N�c� � C

�� fcg �N�d� � C

�� fc� dg �N�a� b�� C�

Subcase ��� If Subcases ��� and ��� do not hold� then the graph must have
the following structure in the vicinity of x� ��� x has four neighbors
a� b� c� d and each of these has degree four� ��� There is a set E of
six vertices such that each vertex in E is adjacent to exactly two
vertices in fa� b� c� dg� and the subgraph induced by E � fa� b� c� dg is
a subdivided K� with each edge subdivided once� In this case we can
branch according to�

�� fa� b� c� dg � C

�� �E � fxg� � C�

If the graph G is regular of degree � �that is� there are no vertices of
degree � to apply one of the above branching rules to� and none of the
reduction rules can be applied� then we choose a vertex x of degree �
and do the following� First� we branch from hG� ki to hG�x� k��i and
hG�N �x
� k� �i� Then we choose a vertex u of degree � in G�x and
branch according to one of the above cases� The net result of these two
combined steps is that from hG� ki we have created a subtree where
one of the following cases holds�

�� There are four children with parameter values k��� from Case ��

�� There are three children with parameter values k�  k � �� k� 
k � � and k�  k � �� from Subcase ����

�� There are �ve children with parameter values k�  k � �� k� 
k � �� k�  k � �� k�  k � � and k�  k � �� from Subcase ����

The bottleneck recurrence comes from the degree � situation which pro�
duces four children with parameter values k � �� The total running time
of the algorithm is therefore O�rkk� � kn�� where r  ����� or r  �������
approximately�

��� The Algorithm by Niedermeier and Rossmanith����

This algorithm is an extension of the algorithm by Balasubramanian� Fel�
lows� and Raman �cf� x���� ��
�� As in ��
 the reduction to a problem kernel
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is used as a preprocessing step only� The search tree is improved� here the
main idea is that in each branch of the search tree there is at most one graph
being c�regular for each c� and therefore the most expensive branching leads
to a running time of O�kn� ���������k � k���
Since in x� we make only use of branching rules using vertices of degree �� �
and � we skip the exact description of the more complicated branching rules
in the search tree for the vertices of degree � end refer to ���
�

�� If there is a vertex v with degree �� then branch according to N�x�
�and nothing else��

�� If there is a vertex with degree � or more� then branch according to x
and N�x��

�� If there are no vertices with degree one or at least �� but there is a
vertex with degree � then proceed as follows�

�a� If the graph is ��regular� all the vertices constitute a cycle and
an optimal vertex cover is easy to construct in linear time�

Otherwise let x be a vertex with degree � and a� b its neighbors� where
a has degree 	 �� The algorithm chooses the �rst case that applies�

�c� �a� b� � E or there is a path from a to b not including x and
having a cycle �x� b� c� a
 with deg�c�  �� Then include fa� bg in
the vertex cover �no branching is necessary��

�d� jN�a� b�j 	 �� Branch according to fa� bg and N�a� b��

�e� There is exactly one cycle of length � containing x� W�l�o�g� let
�x� a� y� b
 be this cycle� Then branch according toN�y� andN�a��

�f� There are exactly two cycles of length � containing x� W�l�o�g� let
�x� a� y� b
 and �x� a� z� b
 be these cycles� Then branch according
to N�y� and fx� y� zg�

�� If the above cases do not apply and if the graph is regular� then choose
some vertex x and branch according to x and N�x��

�� If the above cases do not apply and if there is a vertex x with deg�x� 
� then proceed as follows� Let N�x�  fa� b� cg�

�a� If there is a cycle �x� y� z� x
 then assume x  a and y  b� Branch
according to N�x� and N�c��
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�b� If there are at least two di�erent cycles �x� u�� v�� w�� x
 and
�x� u�� v�� w�� x
� then branch according to N�x� and fx� v�� v�g�

�c� If there is exactly one cycle �x� u� v� w� x
 then assume u  a and
w  b� Furthermore assume deg�a�  �� Branch according to
N�x� and N�a��

�d� If there is exactly one cycle �x� u� v�w� x
 and the case above does
not apply� then assume u  a and w  b� Branch according to
N�x�� N�a�� fa� xg�N�b� c��

�e� If none of the cases above applies we refer to ���
 for a rather
complicated branching in this case�

�� If the above cases do not apply let x be a vertex with deg�x�  �� Let
y � N�x� and deg�x�  �� We proceed as follows�

�a� There is a cycle �x� a� b� x
�

i� a� b �� y� Let c � fa� b� yg be another neighbor of x� Branch
according to N�x�� N�y�� and fx� yg �N�c��

ii� a  y� W�l�o�g� let c� d � N�x�� c� d �� fa� bg and �c� d� is not
an edge� Branch according to N�x�� N�c�� fx� cg �N�d��

�b� The above case does not apply and there is no vertex x with
degree � that has the following two properties at once

� x has a neighbor with degree ��

� there are at least � di�erent cycles x is contained in but not
y�

Let N�x�  fa� b� c� yg� Branch according to N�a��N�x�� fx� ag�
N�b��N�d�� fx� a� dg�N�b��N�c�� and fx� a� bg�N�c��N�d��

�c� If the above case does not apply pick a vertex x having these �
properties at once�

� x has a neighbor with degree ��

� there are at least � di�erent cycles x is contained in but not
y

branch according to N�y�� N�x�� fx� yg�

� An Improved FPT Algorithm

In this section we present an improved �xed�parameter tractable algorithm
for k�Vertex Cover having a complexity of O�kn � maxf���������kk��
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�����	��k���kg�� we achieve a klam value of k  ��� which improves the
klam value by ��� The algorithm is mainly a combination of the algorithm
by Downey� Fellows� and Stege �cf� x���� ��
� and the algorithm by Nieder�
meier and Rossmanith �x���� ���
�� combined with a better branching in the
search tree and a better analysis� While the known algorithms all focus on
the theoretical running time� we also focus on practical aspects and extend
the reduction rules given in ��
 although not all of them lead to a better com�
plexity� This improves the klam value from Niedermeier and Rossmanith by
��� In ��
� a part of the new kernelization steps is published� The main idea
here is the conception of adding edges� the instance hG� ki is transformed
into hG�� k�i� via deleting vertices and adding edges such that G has a k�
vertex cover if and only if G� has a k��vertex cover �a k�vertex cover is a
vertex cover of size at most k�� We restate the following observation�

Observation � Given a graph G  �V�E�� Then for each v � V and each
vertex cover VC of G

v � VC or N�v� � VC�

��� Reduction to a Problem Kernel

Starting with hG� ki� we apply the following reduction rules until no further
applications are possible� the justi�cations for the reductions are given below
�cf� page ���� As reasons of completeness we give also the proofs for the used
steps from the previous algorithm �x���� ��
��

�R �	 If G has a vertex v with deg�v� � k then replace hG� ki with hG �
v� k� �i� Furthermore� v is contained in every k�vertex cover of G�

�R �	 If G has a pendant edge �u� v� with deg�u�  �� then replace hG� ki
with hG� fu� vg� k� �i� Furthermore� if G has a k�vertex cover then
it has one containing v�

Due to complexity reasons� we apply the rules �R ��� �R ��� and �R �� only
for vertices v of degree at most � for a given constant � � IN �

�R �	 If G has two adjacent vertices u and v such that N�v� � N �u
� then
replace hG� ki with hG � u� k � �i� Furthermore� if G has a k�vertex
cover then there is one containing u�

�R 
	 If G has a vertex v with even degree� GjN�v� has
�
� deg�v��deg�v����

edges� and none of the other cases applies� then replace hG� ki with
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hG�� k� �
� deg�v�i� Let �  deg�v�� W�l�o�g� letN�v�  fx�� x�� � � � � x�g

and we assume the edges in the dual graph of GjN�v� to be

�x�� x��� �x�� x����� � � � � �x �

�
���� x �

�
���

Then G� is obtained from G by

� deleting the vertices v� x�� x�� � � � � x �

�
�

� adding all the possible edges between x� and N�x��

� adding all the possible edges between x��� and N�x��
���

� adding all the possible edges between x �

�
��� and N�x �

�
��

�R �	 Let �  deg�v�� If G has a vertex v with odd degree� GjN�v� has
�
���deg�v���� edges� and none of the other cases applies� then replace
hG� ki with hG�� k � �

�� � �
�i� W�l�o�g� let N�v�  fx�� x�� � � � � x�g

and we assume the edges in the dual graph of GjN�v� to be �x�� x���
�x�� x����� � � � � �x �

�
�������� x �

�
��������� �x �

�
������ x �

�
��������� Then G�

is obtained from G by

� deleting the vertices v� x�� x�� � � � � x �

�
�������� x �

�
�������

� adding all the possible edges between x� and N�x��

� adding all the possible edges between x��� and N�x��
���

� adding all the possible edges between x �

�
������� andN�x �

�
��������

� adding all the possible edges between x �

�
������� andN�x �

�
��������

� adding all the possible edges between x �

�
����� and N�x �

�
���������

�R �	 If G has a vertex v with deg�v�  � and N�v�  fa� b� cg� and none of
the above cases applies� then replace hG� ki with hG�� ki according to
one of the following cases depending on the number of edges between
a� b and c� G� is obtained from G by

� deleting the vertex v from G�

� adding all the possible edges between c and the vertices in N�a��

� adding all the possible edges between a and the vertices in N�b��

� adding all the possible edges between b and the vertices in N�c��
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� adding the edges �a� b� and �b� c��

�R �	 If G has a vertex v with deg�v�  � and N�v�  fa� b� c� dg� none
of the above cases applies� and if one of the following cases is ful�
�lled� then replace hG� ki with hG�� k�i according to one of the follow�
ing cases depending on the graph Gjfa�b�c�dg �up to renaming of the
vertices a� b� c� d��

�R ���	 There are exactly three edges in Gjfa�b�c�dg which we assume to
be the edges �a� b�� �b� c�� and �c� d�� In this case� k�  k and G� is
obtained from G by

� deleting the vertex v from G�

� adding all the possible edges between d and the vertices inN�a� b� c��

� adding all the possible edges between a and the vertices in N�d��

� adding the edges �a� c�� �a� d�� and �b� d��

�R ���	 There are exactly three edges in Gjfa�b�c�dg which we assume to be
the edges �a� b�� �a� c�� and �b� c�� In this case� k�  k � � and G� is
obtained from G by

� adding all possible edges between fa� b� cg and N�d��

� deleting vertices v and d�

Furthermore� if there is a k�vertex cover of G� then there is one con�
taining vertex d�

Remark ��� Only �R �� is dependent on k�

The reduction rules described above are justi�ed as follows�

�R �	 Any k�vertex cover in G must contain v� since otherwise it would be
forced to contain N�v�� but jN�v�j� k�

�R �	 If G has a k�vertex cover VC with v �� VC� then u � VC� But then
�VCnfug��fvg is also a k�vertex cover� Thus� G has a k�vertex cover
if and only if it has one containing v� That is� G has a k�vertex cover
if and only if G� fu� vg has a �k � ���vertex cover�

�R �	 If a k�vertex cover VC does not contain u� then it would be forced
to contain N�u� and therefore it must contain N �v
 n fug� But then
�VC n fvg� � fug is also a k�vertex cover �cf� Figure ��� Thus� G has
a k�vertex cover if and only if it has one containing u�
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�R 
	 If G has a k�vertex cover then there is a k�vertex cover VC having
one of the following forms�

� N�v� � VC

� v � VC� N�v� n fx�� x�g � VC� N�x�� x�� � VC

� v � VC� N�v� n fx�� x���g � VC� N�x�� x���� � VC
���

� v � VC� N�v� n fx �

�
���� x �

�
�g � VC�

N�x �

�
���� x �

�
�� � VC

If G� has a k��vertex cover then there is a k��vertex cover VC� having
one of the following forms�

� fx �

�
�� x �

�
���� � � � � x�g � VC�

� N�x �

�
�� � VC�

� N�x �

�
���� � VC�

���

� N�x�� � VC��

��



We showG has a k�vertex cover if and only if G� has a k��vertex cover�
If G has a k�vertex cover of the �rst form� then G� has a k� �

���vertex
cover containing fx �

�
�� x �

�
���� � � � � x�g and vice versa� If G has a k�

vertex cover VC of the form v � VC� N�v� n fxi� x��i��g � VC�
N�xi� x��i��� � VC for some i� � � i � �

��� then there is a k��vertex
cover VC� in G� containing N�x��i��� � VC�� Obviously�

fx �

�
�� x �

�
���� � � � � x�g n fx��i��g � N�x��i����

Furthermore� the vertices adjacent to x��i�� in G� agree with the
neighbors of xi� and x��i�� in G� Since a k

��vertex cover VC� in G� of
the form N�x��i��� � VC� implies a k�vertex cover in G of the form
v � VC� N�v� n fxi� x��i��g � VC� a k��vertex cover in G� implies a
k�vertex cover in G�

v

ba

b

Figure �� Reduction rule �R �� for deg�v�  ��

�R �	 If G has a k�vertex cover then there is a k�vertex cover VC having
one of the following forms�

� N�v� � VC

� v � VC� N�v� n fx�� x�g � VC�
N�x�� x�� � VC

��



� v � VC� N�v� n fx�� x���g � VC�
N�x�� x���� � VC
���

� v � VC� N�v� n fx �

�
�������� x �

�
�������g � VC�

N�x �

�
���� x �

�
�� � VC

� v � VC� N�v� n fx �

�
������ x �

�
�������g � VC�

N�x �

�
���� x �

�
�� � VC

If G� has a k��vertex cover then there is a k��vertex cover VC� having
one of the following forms�

� fx �

�
�������� x �

�
������ x �

�
�������� x �

�
�������� � � � � x�g � VC�

� N�x �

�
�������� � VC�

� N�x �

�
������ � VC�

� N�x �

�
�������� � VC�

� N�x �

�
�������� � VC�

���

� N�x�� � VC��

We showG has a k�vertex cover if and only if G� has a k��vertex cover�
If G has a k�vertex cover of the �rst form� then G� has a k� �

���vertex
cover containing

fx �

�
�������� x �

�
������ x �

�
�������� x �

�
������� � � � � x�g

and vice versa� If G has a k�vertex coverVC of the form v � VC�N�v�n
fxi� x��i��g � VC� N�xi� x��i��� � VC for some i� � � i � �

�������
�� then there is a k��vertex cover VC� in G� containing N�x��i��� �
VC�� Obviously� fx �

�
�������� x �

�
������ x �

�
�������� x �

�
������� � � � � x�g n

fx��i��g � N�x��i���� Furthermore� the vertices adjacent to �x��i��
in G� agree with the neighbours of xi� and x��i�� in G�

If G has a k�vertex cover VC of the form v � VC� N�v�nfxi� x��i��g �
VC� i  �

���� ��� ���� � ��� � then N�x �

�
�������� � VC�� As before�

fx �

�
�������� x �

�
������ x �

�
��������

x �

�
������� � � � � x�g n fx �

�
�������g � N�x �

�
���������

��



Since a vertex cover VC� in G� of the form N�x��i��� � VC� implies
a vertex cover in G of the form v � VC� N�v� n fxi� x��i��g � VC� a
k��vertex cover in G� implies a k�vertex cover in G�
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Figure �� Reduction rule �R �� for deg�v�  ��

�R �	 We show if deg�v�  �� N�v�  fa� b� cg� then we can apply �R ��
if Gjfa�b�cg contains more than one edge� Assume Gjfa�b�cg contains
two edges� Then the edges have a vertex in common� say a� But
then N�v� � N �a
� We can assume there is no edge in GjN�v�� since
otherwise we can apply �R �� or �R ��� Let VC denote a k�vertex cover
in G� We can assume VC has one of the following forms�

�� fa� b� cg � VC

�� v � VC

In the second case� we can assume that at most one of the vertices of
fa� b� cg belongs to VC� Of course v is redundant if a� b� and c belong
to the vertex cover� If two vertices of fa� b� cg belong to VC we can
exchange v by the third vertex of fa� b� cg in the vertex cover�

We show G� has a k�vertex cover� If VC has form � then VC is also a
k�vertex cover of G�� Let�s consider form �� If none of the vertices of
fa� b� cg belongs to VC� then �VCn fvg��fbg is a k�vertex cover of G��

��



Now assume there is exactly one vertex of fa� b� cg in VC�

� If a � VC then �VC n fvg�� fcg is a k�vertex cover of G��

� If b � VC then �VC n fvg�� fag is a k�vertex cover of G��

� If c � VC then �VC n fvg�� fbg is a k�vertex cover of G��

b

a

a

b

v

c

c

Figure �� Reduction rule �R ���

Conversely suppose G� has a k�vertex cover VC� Then we can assume
VC has one of the following forms�

�� fa� b� cg � VC

�� b � VC

�� fa� cg � VC

�� fa� bg � VC

�� fb� cg � VC

Obviously� if VC has form � then it is also a vertex cover of G� If VC
has form �� then N�a� b� c� � VC and �VC n fbg� � fvg is a k�vertex
cover of G�� If VC has form � then N�b� c�� VC and �VC n fbg�� fvg
is a k�vertex cover of G� If VC has form � then N�a� c� � V C and
�VC n fag�� fvg is a k�vertex cover of G�

��



�R �	 We show if Gjfa�b�c�dg has more than four edges we can apply �R ���
Let Gjfa�b�c�dg have �ve edges� But then at least three of them share a
common vertex� say a� Then N�v� � N �a
� We can assume there are
at most three edges in GjN�v�� since otherwise we can apply �R �� or
�R ���

�R ���	 If there exist a k�vertex cover in G then there exist a k�vertex cover

VC of one of the following forms�

�� fa� b� c� dg � VC

�� fv� a� cg � VC

�� fv� b� cg � VC

�� fv� b� dg � VC

Obviously� in the �rst case VC is a vertex cover of G�� In the second�
third� and fourth case �VC n fvg�� fdg is a k�vertex cover of G��

Conversely� if G� has a k�vertex cover VC then VC has one of the
following forms�

�� fa� b� c� dg � VC

�� fa� c� dg � VC

�� fa� b� dg � VC

�� fb� c� dg � VC

�� fa� b� cg � VC

In the �rst case VC is a vertex cover of G� If VC has form � then
N�b� d� � VC and �VC n fdg� � fvg is a k�vertex cover of G� In the
third case N�a� c�� VC and �VCn fag��fvg is a k�vertex cover of G�
In the fourth case� N�a� d� � VC and �VC n fdg� � fvg is a k�vertex
cover of G� In the �fth case� N�a� b� c� d� � VC and �VC n fbg�� fvg
is a k�vertex cover of G�

�R ���	 Let VC denote a k�vertex cover in G� If v �� VC� then necessarily
fa� b� c� dg � VC� In this case� VCn fdg is a �k� ���vertex cover of G��
Assume that VC contains v� To cover the edges �a� b�� �a� c�� and �b� c�
at least two vertices of fa� b� cg belong to VC� That is� in this case we
assume d �� VC �otherwise w�l�o�g� fa� b� c� dg � VC�� Now VC n fvg is
a �k � ���vertex cover of G��

��
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Figure �� Reduction rule �R �����

Conversely� if G� contains a �k � ���vertex cover then it must contain
one of the following forms�

�� fa� b� cg � VC

�� fa� bg � VC

�� fa� cg � VC

�� fb� cg � VC

In the �rst case VC � fdg is a k�vertex cover of G� In the other cases
VC� fvg does it�

�R ���	 If there exist a k�vertex cover in G then there exist a k�vertex cover
VC of one of the following forms�

��



�� fa� b� c� dg � VC

�� �fv� a� cg�A � C �D� � VC

�� �fv� a� dg�B � C �D� � VC

�� �fv� b� cg� A �B �D� � VC

�� �fv� b� dg� A �B � C� � VC

Obviously� in the �rst case VC is a vertex cover of G�� In the second
case �VC n fvg� � fbg is k�vertex cover of G�� in the third� fourth�
resp� �fth case �VCnfvg��fcg� �VCnfvg��fdg� resp� �VCnfvg��fag
are k�vertex covers of G��

Conversely� if G� has a k�vertex cover VC then it has one of the fol�
lowing forms�

�� fa� b� c� dg � VC

�� �fa� b� cg�A � C �D� � VC

�� �fa� c� dg�B � C �D� � VC

�� �fb� c� dg� A �B �D� � VC

�� �fa� b� dg�A � B � C� � VC

These cases correspond to the upper cases�

At the end of the kernelization we have reduced hG� ki to hG�� k�i where
G� has minimum degree �� if we have not already answered the question�
Furthermore� simply because of the reduction rule �R �� we can conclude
that the answer is no if the number of vertices in G� is more than k�� The
running time of the kernelization is O�kn�

If we still have no answer about the original input hG� ki� then we are
left with considering hG�� k�i where jV �j � k� and k� � k� A demonstration
that the problem is in FPT is now trivial� since we can just �in the absence
of further ideas� exhaustively answer the question for the kernel hG�� k�i�
However� we can do better by analyzing the kernel instance by means of a
search tree�

��� A Better Search Tree

In this phase of the algorithm we build a search tree of height at most k�
The root of the tree is labeled with the output hG�� k�i of the kernelization�
We will describe how to build the search tree in three steps�

�	



Step �� Following Observation �� we create for every vertex of degree at
least � two children� one labeled with hG�� v� k�� �i� and the other labeled
with hG� � N �v
� k� � deg�v�i� By repeating this branching procedure� at
each step reapplying the reduction rules of the kernelization� we can assume
that at each leaf of the resulting search tree we are left with considering a
graph where every vertex has degree four� �ve or six� and none of the above
cases of the reduction rules of the kernelization applies�

What does Step � mean to the size of G�� We consider the following graph�
theoretical result ��
�

Theorem ��� Suppose we are given a graph G  �V�E�� jV j  n� with
� � deg�v� � � for all v � V � Furthermore � � � � � and n 	 � � ��
Then the number of independent edges in G �two edges are independent if
they have no vertex in common� is at least d n�

��	 e�

We receive the following corollary straightforward�

Corollary � Suppose we are given a graph G  �V�E�with � � deg�v� � �
for all v � V � Then each vertex cover of G has a size of at least �

�n�

Thus� we can answer no if k 	 �
�n� and therefore G� does contain at most

���k vertices�

Step �� We create for every vertex of degree at least � two children� one la�
beled with hG��v� k���i� and the other labeled with hG��N �v
� k��deg�v�i
and repeat this branching procedure� at each step reapplying the reduction
rules of the kernelization�

At each node of the search tree we are left with a graph having vertices of
degree � and ��

Step �� We apply the branching rules � and � of the algorithm by Nieder�
meier and Rossmanith �x���� ���
� and repeat this branching� at each step
reapplying the reduction rules of the kernelization�

Complexity analysis

In Step �� branching a vertex with degree � or more implies the recurrence
f�k� � f�k����f�k�����  	� The resulting polynomial x
�x���  	
has the root x � ������������ The graph size is bounded by k� vertices and
therefore so far we have a running time of O�kn� ���������k � k���

��



The bottleneck recurrence resulting from Step � and Step � comes from
case � in the algorithm by Niedermeier and Rossmanith �x���� ���
�� The
root of the resulting polynomial is x � ����	����	�� Since Corollary �� the
graph size is bounded by ���k vertices� Thus� we have an overall running
time of O�kn�maxf���������kk�� �����	���k���kg�� The klam value of ���
we receive from maxf�������������kk�� �����	����	��k���kg 	 �	�� for k 	
����	���	���
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